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This implement is organized as follows. In the second
section they introduce the Fog Computing paradigm,
delineate its characteristics, and those of the platform that
supports Fog services [2]. The following section takes a
close look at a few key applications and services of interest
that substantiate their argument in favor of the Fog as the
natural component of the platform required for the support
for the Internet of Things. In the fourth section they examine
analytics and big data in the context of applications of
interest. The recognition that some of these applications
demand real-time analytics as well as long-term global data
mining illustrates the interplay and complementary roles of
Fog and Cloud [3]. The rest of paper describe as section II
discuss the nature of fog computing in section III describe
the related work of fog computing, in section IV discuss the
problem formulation of FOG computing and finally discuss
conclusion & future.

Abstract: Fog computing is the extension of cloud computing.
The fog computing proceeds the security scenario of extended
technology. Now a day’s internet on things is demanded
technology for the connection of home network to another
network. The interpretability of cloud computing through other
network is face some problem of data sociability. The data
scalability is major issue in fog computing. The privacy of data
and location privacy is also major issue. The location of fog
server is also major issue. In this paper present the review of fog
computing for the extension of cloud computing for the process
of transportation and some other things.
Keywords: cloud computing, Fog computing, scale, Privacy,
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I.

INTRODUCTION

C

loud computing frees the enterprise and the end user
from the specification of many details. This bliss becomes a
problem for latency-sensitive applications, which require
nodes in the vicinity to meet their delay requirements. An
emerging wave of Internet deployments, most notably the
Internet of Things (IoTs), requires mobility support and geodistribution in addition to location awareness and low
latency. They argue that a new platform is needed to meet
these requirements; a platform they call Fog Computing, or,
briefly, Fog, simply because the fog is a cloud close to the
ground. They also claim that rather than cannibalizing Cloud
Computing, Fog Computing enables a new breed of
applications and services, and that there is a fruitful
interplay between the Cloud and the Fog, particularly when
it comes to data management and analytics [1].

II.

CHARACTERIZATION OF FOG
COMPUTING

Fog Computing is a highly virtualized platform that
provides compute, storage, and networking services between
end devices and traditional Cloud Computing Data Centers,
typically, but not exclusively located at the edge of network.
The following figure presents the idealized information and
computing architecture supporting the future IoT
applications, and illustrates the role of Fog Computing.
Cloud and Fog are built around the same basic services.
“Edge of the Network”, however, implies a number of
characteristics that make the Fog a non-trivial extension of
the Cloud. Let us list them while pointing to motivating
examples [4].
 Edge location, location awareness, and low latency. The
origins of the Fog can be traced to early proposals to
support endpoints with rich services at the edge of the
network, including applications with low latency
requirements.
 Geographical distribution. In sharp contrast to the more
centralized Cloud, the services and applications targeted
by the Fog demand widely distributed deployments.
 Very large number of nodes, as a consequence of the
wide geo-distribution, as evidenced in sensor networks in
general and the Smart Grid in particular.
 Support for mobility. It is essential for many Fog
applications to communicate directly with mobile
devices, and thus support mobility techniques, such as
the LISP protocol, decoupling host identity from location
identity, and requiring a distributed directory system.
 Real-time interactions. Important Fog applications
involve real-time interactions rather than batch
processing.
 Predominance of wireless
access.

Figure 1.1: Diagram of Fog Computing
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 Heterogeneity. Fog nodes come in different form factors,
and will be deployed in a wide variety of environments.
 Interoperability and federation. Seamless support of
certain services requires the cooperation of different
providers. Hence, Fog components must be able to
interoperate, and services must be federated across
domains.
 Support for online analytics and interplay with the
Cloud. The Fog is positioned to play a significant role in
the ingestion and processing of the data close to the
source.
In this section discuss the related work in the field of FOG
computing. The FOG computing play an role of extension of
cloud computing but faced a problem of security and
privacy.
III.

IV.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section discuss the issue related to fog computing in
processing of data for the hashing and indexing of data for
task reduction. The aggregation of independent virtual
machine data creates huge amount of traffic overload on the
given network and processing of data speed is slow. Some
point related to data aggregation mention here [12].
1. Data scalability
2. Cluster utilization
3. Nonsupport for non-map data
4. Lack of programming language
5. Iterative algorithm
6. Auditing
7. Access control Privacy issue
V.

RELATED WORK

METHODS USED FOR FOG COMPUTING

In this section discuss some algorithm for the processing of
fog computing in extension of cloud computing. The model
of fog computing used in different manner of
communication model for the process of privacy
preservation in location of data center for the security
purpose.
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CONCLUSION

The importance and effectiveness of fog computing process
impact the performance of cloud traffic reduction process
using big data based programming model and application.
the reduction of traffic during the data aggregation used
various technique such as index hashing, partition, global
variable allocation and some other technique. Traditionally,
a hash function is used to partition intermediate data among
reduce tasks, which, however, is not traffic-efficient because
network topology and data size associated with each key are
not taken into consideration. In this paper, we study to
reduce network traffic cost for a Map Reduce job by
designing a novel intermediate data partition scheme.
Furthermore, we jointly consider the aggregator placement
problem, where each aggregator can reduce merged traffic
from multiple map tasks.
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